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Foreign Policy Dynamics Moscow And
Sensing a diplomatic windfall, Russia is courting closer ties in regional capitals, many of whose governments feel marginalized by Washington's democratic agenda.
Moscow Reasserts Itself in Southeast Asia
Caretaker PM Nikol Pashinyan and his party’s euphoria from election victory will soon disappear, since for them, the post-election period will be full of foreign policy challenges linked to the ...
Pashinyan’s Foreign Policy Challenges
White House climate envoy John Kerry is in Moscow today for talks with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov in a bid to align goals between the two powers ahead of November’s ...
Kerry Heads to Moscow to Press Climate Agenda
The foreign trade turnover between Moscow and the United States in the first quarter of 2021 amounted to USD 3.88 billion, an increase of 7.7% compared to the same period in 2020. Moscow’s share of ...
Mosprom: Moscow - U.S. Trade Increases by 7.7% in 1Q 2021
Argument: Moscow Is Using Memory Diplomacy to Export ... Abroad, the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other state bodies have actively used what I call “memory diplomacy” to bolster ...
Moscow Is Using Memory Diplomacy to Export Its Narrative to the World
On May 12, 2021, China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi hosted the second ... They preclude us from building a coherent long-term understanding of dynamics between the two states. Moscow loathes Beijing’s
...
Will Russia and China Divide and Conquer?
This dual identity will color all aspects of China’s post-pandemic foreign policy. As a developing country ... (In the years ahead, Moscow is likely to be an important partner of Beijing’s in pushing ...
The New Chinese Foreign Policy
Russia's envoy to Washington, Anatoly Antonov, criticized the move by the U.S. Commerce Department to ban firms due to security risks.
Moscow Blasts Biden Administration's 'Confrontational' Blacklisting of Russian Firms
Judged by the foreign policy accomplishments made by the reputedly unsuccessful Brezhnev, Putin’s achievements appear far more modest.
How Would Brezhnev Have Assessed Putin’s Foreign Policy?
Russian president Vladimir Putin, who was meeting US president Joe Biden on Wednesday, has shown no sign of softening Moscow’s assertive foreign policy ... the current dynamics in the ...
EU ties with Russia may deteriorate further, says foreign policy chief
As India braces itself for a Taliban-dominated regime in Afghanistan, New Delhi’s role in Kabul’s strategic frame should outlive the Ashraf Ghani government.
Iran and Russia’s anxiety over surging Taliban will be key to India’s new Afghan policy
BANGKOK - The decision by Myanmars junta leader Min Aung Hlaing to visit Russia before next-door neighbor China highlights ...
Myanmar's Junta Woos Moscow to Balance Beijing
During the first quarter of 2021, the trade turnover between Moscow and Canada amounted to $127.7 million, an increase of 5.7 percent compared to the same period in 2020. Moscow’s exports to Canada
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Mosprom Released: Based on 2021 First Quarter Results, Trade Turnover Between Moscow and Canada Grew by Almost 6 Percent
Russian President Vladimir Putin, who was meeting U.S. President Joe Biden on Wednesday, has shown no sign of softening Moscow's assertive foreign policy ... the current dynamics in the ...
EU's chief diplomat expects ties with Russia to deteriorate further
BRUSSELS -- European Union foreign-policy chief Josep Borrell says the EU needs to "push back, constrain, and engage" Moscow. Speaking on June 16 shortly before Russian President Vladimir Putin ...
EU Foreign-Policy Chief Says It's Time To 'Push Back' Against Russia
We currently witness steady positive dynamics ... noted that Moscow and Beijing managed to take their bilateral relations to an unprecedentedly high level. In March, Russian Foreign Minister ...
Putin, Xi Officially Announce Extension of Chinese-Russian Friendship, Cooperation Deal
Abstract: Regarding American foreign policy, US President Joseph Biden has now correctly embarked upon a plan to reverse derelictions of his White House predecessor. As many Trump-inflicted harms ...
Transcending Global Realpolitik: President Joe Biden’s Overriding Foreign Policy Challenge
Philippine foreign policy urgently requires a strategic reboot in response ... In this emergent conjuncture, the pressing dynamics of objective international conditions will force a sharp outcome to ...
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